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0 of 0 review helpful Fascism mating concept but a tad pedantic at times By Alan Mills The set up is great a recently 
deceased lawyer learns first that she is dead and then that her job in Heaven will be to represent the close cases to God 
to determine eternal salvation or damnation As she learns the ropes she also learns the details of her own life from 
many different perspectives on the way to learning how to When young attorney and mother Brek Cuttler finds herself 
covered in blood and standing on a deserted train platform she has no memory of how she got there For one very good 
reason She rsquo s dead But she doesn rsquo t believe it at first Trapped between worlds Brek struggles to get back to 
her husband and daughter until she receives a shocking revelation that makes her death no longer deniable She rsquo s 
been chosen to join the elite group of lawy ldquo Kimmel has created a thrilling and fantastic world a heady 
combination of the movie What Dreams May Come John Grisham rsquo s best work and Dante rsquo s Divine 
Comedy Sometimes dreamily lyrical and sometimes harshly realistic Kimmel 
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